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Abstract: In the human civilization the complex of ideologist led the mold power to do war. in this rudyard 
Kipling’s poem white man burden gave the new inspection to the enter England to justifies the matter of 
colonization of American Philippine in islands by England. This though assented the control of colonization 
cotters by government of England. In education to this the consent of imperialism was in flied. The poem also 
consolidate the idea of indrestiletion of the third world cumtres.in the regard the colonies cutters criticized the 
British cutters use strongly because the white man’s burden was not for the vile fare of colonies compress but 
the for the prorates of economic of England. The paper ratings about the past experiences of colonization for 
the madam age and the control of the supervise develop cotters control of natural resources and catastrophe of 
social economic political traditional and the trilogies and education eludes the year of modality. 
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Introduction: In this history of human civilization man was in  cadet and with each other so he could served 
without interference of other groups his life was so simple in  seal period but later on it become complicated so 
the view of the organs species by choral darken has been fulfilled so man was always with the desire of the 
other wealth so he always treed to establish his Owen kingdom and spend the real life for that he mode other 
people to be in service of him so some time he used to make use of the service for free of cost he used to not 
pay any kind of payments another it is in the form of currency or land. So it was all happen in the history of 
human beings.  
 
Duet to were yes was something he used to make were and teach the defeated soliorece has his sleeves so his 
life was so luxuries It is because of other people service frees cost so he used to enjoy the wealth of the nation 
letter on the entered kingdom was serenaded to him. It was conserved as the king is so powerful but letter on 
the same crating aped to his Owen people so people  used to pared to king   even thought there Induvale 
power was trance neiveiber fared to king to take of them and protect form all degree. In this way the king was 
some time tyrant his own people and to the state to because of this the king because a dictates so he used to 
invalid on the other centuries and win the entered the kingdom. In this way in the history of human 
civilization there was sparkle of up sand downs fullers and sascess.It was all occurred human history so it was 
continues in the middle ages and modern age it was so natural in the premise and historical periods.  
 
In the same way “Rudyard Kipling” the foe muse work “Whet man Brand” become a stacking statement in the 
20th century but some condiment stoutly because of this there was connate settlement by Germans that is the 
are supercar groups two teach the cultural and civilization to the Owen people so the British people need not 
to invited the other peoples lands and clime that they are arriving for the wealth fore of the other lands to 
civilizes and teach the cultural to them. So the people can civilization themes by the superior groups. “Rudyard 
Kipling” views were seriously criticized by the other colonials contuses so his entered idea was regeclansd but 
the colonization aniseed to the colonoetion with this foe muse mental thoughts. So the fundamental views of 
colonization and the use of natural research as regents by the natives of the lands for intestine the British 
people, French people, Dutch people, competed with each other to accpaide the other lands by making the 
other kings to be weak. So the king used to obey the power kings and become subaneted to the king or 
empowered in way they use to pay texts and the need armed provinces that is toroth   pores land and see. It 
was what accord in the case of  India context in 1757 with the plasiwar so the entered India sub contend come 
under the center British especial letter on .It was called British .India so the Governor general used to represent 
India letter on the queen herself consulted her power has the queen India  sub control So the natural research 
and ramekin was used and trance forted to  England that is raw cotton and made them as cloths the letters on 
the exported to they own caucus century for the market.  
 
In this way the colonization acquitted more wealth formed the colonilged century. So everything was ply for 
the sake of the home land of the British people and the other colonials so the British people were in selfish to 
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goatherd the wealth but not for the welfare of the other conference so the British people and others 
colonization of objectives was just to management the administration and see the welfare of hype people but 
not the natives so with this objectives the people could work force there pane nation. For instance the 
Railways, Post offices. Education centers were setup for the British admiration but not for the native people to 
civilization so the colonaisaess never minded to civilization and teach cultural to the other people because just 
they are rulers. 
 
The same condition was existed in the Moran age .So the in tranation multinational companies are also in the 
interest of the selection of wealth. So the western canters are in interest of the developing couture vise third 
world countries. So the same kind of hegemony and domination is man tended in the modern age it all 
thorough intellectual power of intranation strategies. So the power of western people is reimplemented in the 
fame of international alliance. So all the countries who are the numbers of the group need to be bound to the 
same rules and regulation so they need to be bound to the international conduction. On this account also the 
developing count race get no benefices but the losses so the “White man Barden “is represent in the modern 
age though implementation of international losses on the developing counters. So the “White man Braden 
“countries is on true.  
 
So White man’s Braden is a falls imagination. Being of the human civilization is a naturally existing area so 
man could be flourished abundantly with full of naturally gifts with frustules and the white animals he does 
not have any need of wiring for the food because there is balance of nature so man use to collect the food till 
the lands as for as passable. So used to have sapient food. It could be possible rescan for invading on the other 
groups that when were they is coronet are foeman. So he was able to go to the for receded place where every 
the fool is oral able. Most of the time human groups used to reside along the Banks of the reveres so that they 
can have the areas of whiter. 
 
To drank and natural trust and other eatable to eat. How every it’s not a is a activity to reach to the neutered 
other Geographical teritarce because there are every séance behind this the walking named groups have to 
invited on the other groups so other to invited on the other groups so other groups of people who are posit to 
those group used to encounter so when every they win the were they used to enjoy the natural gifts like fruits, 
Fish, and they other living animals. Because of this resin there used to be services were so the enter human 
civilization is nothing but war. In this way the same condition were continues fill today so there is 
passioweding of this mater in the modern days as it is gleamed in the modern days.  
 
So “Rudyard Kipling” view is that the Magarey object of English people is to civilized the colorized counters but 
thrive object of untried because the planting of eves’ thinking as a long history so the history is reputed in the 
modern day’s in the fame of modern thought’s Kipling never monsoon that word the pandering of wealth farm 
the undeveloped counters but they use the same wealth for the development of their Owen nation. So after, 
Indian and the other Asian counters or roped by the advanced European kings it is because of the intonation 
lose So  “Rudyard Kipling” idea is it repotted in the modern days with condition of the inter nation lose so the 
international lass or setter with etesian of welled of the namable in the areas of the  rudgecation of poverty and 
the other social whish such as chide massages and transport problems so all this development of not far the 
sick of neither of the lands but for the Fourier counters so the Economic or the third world country gets week 
end. In this way “Rudyard Kipling” could not justification himself with his statement of “White Braden”.     
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